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This is t%e first in a series of papers discnrssing ordinal invariants ir 
general topology. We announced in [ 101 complete solutions to five of 
the seven &oblems; posed by Arhangel’skii and Fr&mklin in. [ 31. In this 
papex, +we prove the first two of them. Both these probl 
with the k-order of k-spaces. Qur methods are also usefu 
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Thu, T+XS of sequential spaces and the class of k-spaces are two impor- 
tant lasufzs of topological spaces which have attracted the attention of 
sever& tuopologists in rec?nt years. Some nice characterizations of these 
classes are given in [4], [9] etc.. A descriptive account of results con- 
clernning these two classes is given in [S]. Here we collect onp.Y those defi- 
nitions and propositions which will be used 
pager, 
efinition. A subset A of a, topological 
ria@ open if any sequence in X congerging 
in A. The space X is said to be sequential if 
of X is open. in X 
in the later sections of this 
space X is said to be sequen- 
to a point in A lies eventually 
every sequentially open subset 
0.2. Definith. A topological space X is said to be a k-=~~~? if a subset 
A of X is open in X if and only if A fl K is open in K for each compact 
subset K of X 
0.3. Remarks. ( 1) One defines a sequentially closed set as the complement 
of a’se~~~uenMly open set, i,e., as a set which contains‘all imits of con- 
vergent ezquexlces in it. A topological space X is sequential if and only if 
every g;,equentially closed subset of X is closed. 
(2) A topol~cgical space X is a k-space if z.nd only if a subset A of X is 
dosed in X wlienever A n K is closed in By foreaeh compact subset K 
of X 
(3) Every metric space and more generally every first countable space 
is a sequentiail space; every sequential space is a k-space [5]+ 
(4) The tzlass of sequential spaces and the class of k-spaces are closed 
under the formation of sums, quotients and closed subspaces [SJ. 
(5) Both these classes of spaces are examples of coreflective subcate- 
gories (of the category of all topological spaces. Consequently to eaclr 
spece we can associate aunique sequential space (k-space) satisfying 
some universal mapping property. For details, refer to [5] T f8]. 
For our purposes, the follswing defin itions are sufficient* 
be an arbitrary to;?ological space. Tkn thC; family 
iner topolo~~~ c3 
0.5. ion. Let X be an arbitrary topological space Then the family 
of all thos!e subsets r$ of X which have the property that A n .K is open 
.ixl .K for each compact subset K of X forms a finer tspol\ogy on X. The 
‘set X with this topology is called the k-coreflectiorr of the spiace J?* 
OS& marks. (I) The topology of the sequentiti core]Rection of a spaceX 
is the smallest sequential topology finer than that of’ X; sinniEarly,, the 
topology of the k-coreflection of a space X is the smallest k+pace topology 
finer than that of X. 
(2) If (K,: cy E J) is the family of all compact subspaces (BP x, then 
consider the map from ZaEJ. K Q to X whose restriction to eta&l Pi,6 is the 
inclusion map; the quotient topology with respect o this map isI the 
k-coreflection of X. 
0.7. Definition. A sequential space X is said to be a Fi+iche~ qxzce if any 
point in the closure of a subset of X can be obtained as a limit of a con- 
vergent ssquence from that subset. 
0.8. Definition. A k-space X is said to be a k’-sperm if a.ny point ir: the 
closure of a subset A of X can be obtained as a point in the closure of 
A n K for some compact subset K of X. 
0.9. Remark. (1) For characterisations of Frechet spaces and k’-spaces, 
refex to [23 and for their generalizations refer to [9]. Ht has been shown 
in many ways that these form significant subclasses of the classes con- 
sidfered here ([5], [ 91, [ 133). 
(2) ln order to measure how far a given sequential space is from bein 
Fr6chet and how far a given k-space is from being a k’-space, the foil- 
loywing ordinal invariants have been introduced a:nd investigated in [3]* 
For some equivalent definitions see i 131. 
0.10. Definition. Let A be a subset of a topological space X., len we 
d.e fine : 
A0 =A; 
A1 = The set of all limits of convergent sequenczs in 
A@l = (A”)l for each ordinal or; 
AQ = U Bca As for each limit ordinal Q, 
This defines (by induction) Aa for each ordinal o, Cle 
Q’ < p. e note that a topolo 
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there exists an ordinal 011 such hat Au = x for each A C X. The smallest 
such ordinal ae is called the sequential ovder of X and is denoted by&Q. 
n ot.her words, a(X) = inf{ru: Aa = z for each Al ‘2 X). 
nitisn. Let A be a subset of a topological space X. Then we 
-40 =A; 
A, = U (cl(A n K) : K c X is complact); 
A a+l = (&4&J for each ordinal cw; 
Aa = U/3<, fu A for each limit ordinal cy. 
By induction., this defines A, for each ordinal CY. early A, f A, if 
a *-G fl. We note that a topological space X is a k-space if and only if there 
exists an ordinal ~1 such that A, = z for each A c X. The smalltst such 
ordinal c)r is called the k-order of X and is denoted by k (X). That is, 
h.(X)=inf(a!: A, = 2 for each A c X}. 
0.12. Remarks. A sequential space X is a Frechet space if and only if 
4 (X) < 1; a k-space X is ~1 k’-space if and only if k(X) < 1. Thus 4 (X) 
(respectively k (Xl’, can be viewed as a measure of non-Frechetness 
(respectively non-k’-ness) of sequential spaces (respectively A-spaces) [ 31. 
(2) If Y C X is closed, then a(Y) G a(X) and Is(Y) \< k(X) [ 131. 
(3) If {X,: 611 E J} is a family of topological spaces indexed by a set, 
then we denote their disjoint sum (categorical sum) by ZlaEr Xor. If each 
’ Xol is a sequential space (respectively ak-space) we have 
= sup{a(XJ: ar E J} 
(respectively h (~~,,,X,) = sup ( k (X&): a E J}) [?I. 
(4) The or#dinal ssociations a(X) and k (X) are topological invariants, 
i.e., if X and Y are homeomorphic, then a (X) = a(Y) and k (X) = k (Y) 
(whenever they exist). ’ 
(5) The concepts of sequential order and &order are particufar cases, 
under the general1 treatment of ordinal invariants in [ 121 and [ 9 31. 
is a set, then I I denotes tit: cardinality of X. 
rov ordinal Q can 
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uential order of some sequentisl space if 
re tiI denotes the first uncountable ordinal. 
lo\wi.ng questiosl is natural: 
hat are all the ordinal numbers that can aplxar as the. k-order of 
some k-space? 
Ia this context, they ask the following questions: 
Question 1’. If so, can we choose tlhe K* such. that i.KJ G I a[ I? 
Our answers to both these questions are in the affirmative, (See Theo== 
rem 1.2 below). 
For each finite ordinal ~1, [ 31 describes acountable zero-dimen- 
sional Hausdorff space Sar which serves as a test space Ito determine 
whether or not a given sequential space has its sequential order ex- 
ceeding cy. They show that a Hausdorff sequential space X has the 
property that $ M) 2 Q if and only if there is a subspace A of X whose 
sequential coref&ction is homeomorphic to SaS 
Now the pro lem is to find 3-n analagous r’esult for k-spaces. They ask: 
Question 2. Are there test spaces for the k-order? 
To make the question more precise, we gbe the following definition: 
B .1 e Definition. Let ar be any ordinal number Then an (~8~ test space in the 
class of k;-spaces i defined as a k-space :Ta (if it exists) s8uch that the fol== 
lowing holds: A Hausdorff k-space K has k-ordels > CI it‘ and only if it 
contains a subspace whose k-coreflection is homeomorphic to T,. 
Now the question is about the existence of TOIs. Our answer is in the 
strong negative (see Theorem 1.3 below). Even uirjtder s14gM mo~ificatio 
of the above defirzition, the answer continues to be in the neg:ative (see 
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Question 3. For each pair of ordinals (ar, p) s ch that at < p G wl, 
does there exist a sequential space K4,s such that k (K, & = Q and Y 
a( ,@) = p? 
ur answer is in the affirmative. (See Theorem 1.4 below). 
Now we give the precise statements of the main results of this paper 
which contain the answers to the above questions: 
orem. There is an increasing family K, C K2 C . . . C Ka C . . . of 
k-spaces (indexed by the class of all ordinals) such that 
(i) each IF& is a Hausdorff space with k-order Q, 
(ii) if QC is inj?nite, then KLy and cy have the same cardinality. 
JIoreover, these _& ‘s can be chosen to satisfy any of the following 
four conditions: 
(a) each I& is zero-dimensional. 
(b) each i& is connected. 
(c) each Ka is a-sequential (for the defiiition of cu-sequential spaces, 
see 3.3). 
(d) each I!:, is extremally dfsconnected. 
1.3. eorem. There is no ordinal number Q 2 I such that there exists 
an otk test space in the class of k-spaces. 
1. eorem. Let Q and p be any two ordinal numbers such that 
it < 0 < wl. Then there exists a sequential space Ka,s such that 
Further we can have: 
(1) if there is no limit ordinal strictly between Q and /3 then Kol 
usdorff 
I 
B is 
(2) If (111 = 1 and p < U, then Ka p 
9 is both compact and Hausdorff 
3 
Y* ain e 
Fig. 1. 
Rajagopalan [6], ‘Rannan and Rajagopalan [161 anci several ot 
In the later se&ns of this paper, we shall make use of this construction 
and the propositions of this section to prove the theorems tated above. 
First, we work with arbitrary topologisal spaces. 
ae construction. Let X and Y be any topological spaces. Let A be 
the set of all isokited points of X. Let f : A + Y be any funetian whatso- 
ever. Fear each a E A, let Ya be a homeomorphic opy of Y anc:ll let 
h, : Y + Y, be a fixed homeomorphism. Let P denote the sum X + Z,, Y; 
Identify the point a E A C X with the point h,(f(a)) in Y@. Cxrying out 
this identification for each point of A, the quotient space ?&US obtained 
is denoted by (X * Y)f, When there is no confusion as to tke &efining 
function A we Amply write X * Y instead of (X * Y )i’. Moreo\lr#er, whet1 
we assert a result for X * Y, we mean that it is true for all (X Sb Yjf what- 
everf : A + Y may be. 
To visual&e the idea more easily, we view (X * Y”jf as a too& brush 
with X as stem and copies of Y as bristles (See Fig. 1). The qu:jtient 
map described above from P to (X * Y)f will be denoted by l#,, r:‘It of 
course depends on X, Y and f). 
In the remaining paragraphs of this section, we shall stud:t sorrte of 
the properties of (_, Y * Y)f that are necessary for our purpos::. 
2.2. Remark. (a) ?‘he above method of construction is only (an a&4xac- 
tion of what is already in the literature, in a form that suits our purpose. 
The notion or” sequential sum defined in [ 33 is comparable with this 
construction. The spaces SI) S2, S,, . . . of [ 31 can “ilbe dbtained by the 
above processes f eom spaces of simpler nalture. 
(b) 
y 
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ones in this paper. See [ IS] for a brief summary. 
2.3. ExampIe. Let X = Y = 0 + 1, the one-point compactific;ation of a 
countably infinite discrf:te space. Here A = X - (a). Let f : A + Y be 
the constant map with value o. Then (X * Y)f coincides with an example 
of Arens 1111 which is denoted S2 in [ 31. This serves as a test space for 
verifying ~~~~hether a given sequential space is Frechet or not. 
oposition. X 1s homeomorphic to a s&pace of X * Y, Further, 
if Y is T,, X is homeomorphib to 4 closed subspace of X * Y,* 
aof. Consider the restriction 9’ of the quotient map # : P + (X * Y) to 
the subsprrce X of R Then q5’ is clearly one-to-one and continuous. Now 
we show that @’ is an open map onto its image. Let V C X be open. We 
want to show that e’(v) is open in @‘(X). Let 
B=@ ( (Vn (X---A))u (.,,un, 4) . 
Then @-$3) = V t” (U 
Now 
4EAfjV Ya) is open in R Hence B is open in (X * Y)I. 
(p(‘V)=p(Vn(X-A))u$Ql n v)cB. 
Also if t E B n e(X), there exists u E V such that t = 6(u). Thus 
#(V) = B C’h. #[X) K h Q ic is open in 9(X). If Y is T,, then this subspace 
#(X) is cl osed in r[.K * Y >f since 
qrl(qb(X)) =X u {h,(f(a)): 12 E A} 
b dosed in J!? 
2.5. ositioar. [f .A is new-empty, then Y is homeomorphic to an open 
subspace of X * y., If X is T,, then Y is homeomorphic to a subspace of 
(jV * Y)f which is both open and closed in (X * Y )f. 
. Choose some lz E A. As in the proof of the previous proposition 
we can show that the restriction of I@ tu the subspace Ya of P is a homeo- 
ism onto it:lr im&e. Nolw if X is T, en @t*(Y,)) = Ya U {a) is 
and he;.ze #(Y’) isI closed in 
oof. G have only to note that in this case (X * Y)f is a quotient of a 
Tr space under a finite-to-one mapping. 
on, Let X tind Y be k-spaces. Then X * Y is also a lc+pam 
The converse is also true if X and Y are T,. 
osf. The first ertion follows from the fact that the class of k-spaces 
is closed under formation of sums and quotients. The converse t%+ 
lows from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 and the fact that the class1 of k-spaces 
is closed-hereditary. 
2.8. Proposition. Let X and Y be T, k-spaces. T8wt k (X * Y) 3 both 
lz(X)and h(Y). 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.4 and 2.5 and Remark 0.12(a). 
2.9. Proposition. Let X and Y be Hausdorff. Then so is X * Y. 
Proof. Let x, y E (X * Y)f and x # ye We want to separate these two 
points by disjoint neighbourhoods. 
fI?se 1: Let there exist la E A and two elements t and z in YB such that 
#(t) = x and $(z) = y. In this case, the proof is trivial and henc.e omit%d. 
CW 2: If x E #( Ya) for some a and y $ @( YO), then $I( Ya) is a clopen 
set cont)aining x but not y_ 
Note that these two case+ exhaust he possibilitv of w being in 
9(X aa Y,). Hence it suffices to consider only the case where both x 
andy arein#(X- A). 
&se 3: Let x, y E +(X - A). Since X is Hausdorff3 there exist disjoint 
n~igMm.whoods U and V of x’ and y’ respectively in X where! @(x’) := x 
and #(y”) = y. 
I.&t 
U’=@ ( UWaefnA Ya 1, ) 
U’ and V’ are disjoint open sets containinglx andy respectively. Then 
2.m 
Therl 
Let X and Y be zero-dimensional Hausdm ff sp 
so is ,U * lK 
d. .Let x E (X * Y)f and ‘be an open nei 
ourhood V of x 
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&se (i): Let x & @(X - A). Then there exist a E A and t E Ya sluch 
that e(t) = x. Now @-l(W) n Ya is an open nelghbourhood of t in 
Y= is zero-dimensional. So, there exists a neighbourhood IV of t which is 
clopen in Y4 (and therefore clopen in p) such that W C (p-‘(u) n Yfle Now 
) C U and x E @I(W). Further (p-$#( W)) is either W or W u (a) and in 
each case it is clop~ m I? Thus @c(W) is the desired clopen neighbourhood 
of x. 
CIzse (ii): Let x C @(X - A) and let U be an open neighbourhood of x. 
Then for each element (2 E U n A choose a clopen neighbourhood Wa of 
k,f f(ai) in Y such that $(W,> C U as in the previous case. Also choose 
W clopen in X containingx’ such that W c @(Cl) n X where $(x’) = x. 
(This is possible since X is zero-dimensional nd @-l(U) n X is an open 
neighbourhood of x’). ISow put V = g(W) u aE+l @(Wa)*Tilza 
c$-~(V) n Ya = Wa for each (II E IV n A, 
tp-l(V)n Yb =’ (8 foreachbEA --IV. 
Hence $I-~( sir) is open and closed in R Thus V is clopen in (X * Y)f 
andVcU 
Thus 1(X * Y)f is zero-dimensional. 
Hausdorffness follows from Proposition 2.9. 
2.6 1. osition. &et Xand Y be T,. Let B c X * Y be such that 
B c @(za& Y,). Then 
(UB n #(X)= cmn #(A)), 
(2) B, n 4(X) C cl@, n #(A)) for each ordinal ~1, 
oaf. (i) cl@ n q%¶ 1) c B 61 cl@(A)) c lf n t)(x), since @J(X) is a closed 
set containing $(A ‘). Conversely, let t E B n e(X) and suppose 
t $ c@ n #(A )). Then there exists an open neighbourhood V of t which 
does not meet B n +(A). Now let . 
is open in R ence U is open in (.X * Y)f. 
we have t 4 @(A ) and so #-l(t) n A is empt 
us U is an open nei 
nce the assertion (
e the result for ar = 1 and then resor 
SO 
B, ==’ : K lC (X * Y$ is compact) c 
B, n 9(X) = 1P’ {cl@ n K) f- @(A’): K C (X * Y)f is (:omlpact} s 
= U{cl(cl(B n K) n @(A)): M c (X * nf is compact) 
b:v part (i) 
C cl( U (cl@ n K) n #(A): K c (X * Y)f is compact)) 
= cl(Bl n f&4)) . 
Suppose we have shown fo? each p < a that 
B, n #(K) c d(B n +(klj). 
If cy is a limit ordinal, then ’ 
= u OS, n &m 9 
PC& 
c U cl@@ n @(A )) (by induction hypoth,esis) 
8<@ 
C cl& n @(A )I) . 
If ou is equal to p + 1 9 then 
(since we have proved ,the result for Q = 1) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
= cl@, n f)(A)). 
ence by the principle of transfinite induction the inclusion 
q$ n o(J? c Cl@& n (9(A)) 
holds for each ordinal 01. 
Let Xand Y be T,. Let K c X * Y be compact. Then 
ere exist only a finite monber of points a E A such that 
n #(Ya - {h,( f (a))) is nonerapty. 
oof. For each a E A such that K n #( Ya - {h,( f (a))) is non-empty 
choose a point it= E K n @(Y, - {h,(f(a)}). Let 
P (X * Y)f - {t,: a E A}. 
Clearly V is open. Consider the open cover 
{v/i Y&: aEA} 
of (X * y>f. Some finite number of these sets must cover K But the ele- 
ment to E K belongs only to Tti in the above cover, Hence every subfamily 
covering K must contain all these Ya’s for which t,‘s have been chosen. By 
the compactness of K, it follows that there are only a finite number of 
elements CI in A for which t@‘s ue chosen, i.e., for which M n @(Ya - {h&(‘(a)}) 
is not empty. 
) is empty, then B, n @(X - A) is also empty. 
e a k-space, A c 
(1) k,(A, x) = the least ordinal number a[ (if it exists) such that. 
x E A, in the space X, 
e fe& ordinal number cy such that x E B, whemver 
o confusion, we sometimes use the symbol k (x) instead 
2.15. 
( ) ii 
s. (i) kX(x) = sup ( k(A x): A c X; x E A), x fixed; 
sup{ h,(x): x E x}., 
2.16. Proposition. The above two ordinal associations possess the fol- 
lo wing properties : 
(i) Let X and Y be k-spaces, f : X + Y be a homeomorphism, A c X 
and x E X. Then 
(ii) Let X be a k-space, A C X be open, t E A and let B C X. Then 
k,(B, t) = k,(B n A, t) . 
(iii) Let X be a k-space, let A c X be both open and closed. Let B C X. 
Then 
for each ordinal number Q. 
[iv) Let X be a k-space, A a closed subspace oj’X, B C A and x E A,; 
then 
k,@, x) = kA (4 xb 
and if fitrther A is open, then 
k,(x) =: kA(x). 
Proof. We omit the proof of (i) since it is straightforward. 
(ii) Let A C X be apen, t E A and let B C AT. Then if C is any subslet 
ofXwehavetEZ’ifandonlyiftEc1 
thattEB1ifandonlyiftE(Bnt 
that t E I?, if and oMy if t E (B IP 
k 
I(!!) Aq) (a 3 x:X 18 :(x ‘Y u g)xy ) dns = - 
h,* Y’f (BP 0 = k(X, y-;f (B f7 qb(Y&), tj 
ion 2.16 (ii), since #( YQO) is cPopen in (X * Y)f) 
= h *,(y )(B n ecr,,, 0 
ao 
roposition 2.16 (iv)) 
= kyao wlw n qo, F-lto) 
(by Proposition 2.16 (i), since the restriction of b, to Yy is a homeomor- 
phism; here #-l(t) is the unique point mapped to t by $) 
=UY,) 
= k(Y) 
(since k-order is a topological invariant) 
s, k(Y)+b(x). 
Gzse (ii): Let t E @(AT - A), NOW 
zi = cl@ n g&x - A)) u cl@ n @(C r,)) . 
Case (ii) (a): Let t E cl@ n @(X - A)). Then 
4x* Y)f (B, 0 = k (4(x) (Bs 0 
(by Proposition 2.16 (iv)) 
= k,(#-qB) n x, #-‘BO) 
(by Proposition 2.16 (i)) 
?1< k(x) 
<k(Y)+k(X). 
Cuse (ii) (b): Let t E cl@ n ((22 s)). Let C = B n qk(E c). Now 
t E @ = cl(G n q&4)) 
(by Proposition 2.10 (i)) 
C cl((the closure of C in #(X U,)) n Q@)) 
= c~(ck(~(zY~,, n dx4) 
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(sbws Q is a homeomorp?Gs~ on C I’,) 
= Cl(Ck~J.~j r: #(A)) . .* 
(shx k (22 Y*) = /a (
(since #(A) is a subset of 9(X’) and k (e(X)) = k (.X)9 
= (ckcy,)h(x> 
= Ck(Y,+k(x, * 
Thus, in any case, 
%x* Of (B, t)f k(Y)+ k(X). 
2.18. Remark. PropoGtions 2.11, 2.12, 2. P 6 and 2.17 contain results 
which will be repeat&Ily used in the proof of our main theorems. The 
following two propositions give some sufficient conditions urider which 
the k-order of (X * Y$ is got by adding 1 to the k-order of Y. 
2.19. Proposition. Let Q be a non-limit ordinal, and Y a k-space with 
k(Yl= a Let y in Y be such that k y(y) = a. L,et X be Q k’-space in 
which the set A of isolated points is not closed. Let f : A + Y be the 
corzstant function with &!ae y, Then k 4(X tic Y>r> = Q =t 1. 
oof.Nowk(Y)=atandk(X)=l.So, k(X*Y)f)<ar+l byProposi- 
To prove the reverse inequality, we exhibit a set B C (X * Y>f and a 
point t E (X * Y>f such that k cx*y)f (B, t) 3 Q + 1. 
Now since the set A of isolated points of X is not closed in X, it fol- 
lows that $(A) is not closed in b(X). So, there exists a point t E (p(X) - @(A) 
such that t E cl(qbcA)). 
Secondly since k y(y) = ar is a non-limit or inal, there exists a set 
C c: Y such that k y 
C’ = h,(C). Let B = 
y) = a, Let CT be the espy of C in YJa, i.e., 
$(A)CB and 
aEA C,). Now if a E A, then #(a) E C4 C E Thus 
SO cl@(A)) C B. This implies that t GE & Now if a E A, then 
ibY osition 2. I, 3 (ii 
(by Proposjtiorl 2.13 (iv)) 
= k @(y ) CdK@,, $4d) 
a 
= ky ice,, f(d) 
a 
roposition 2.16 (i)) 
= h,CV) 
(by Proposition 2.16(i) 
(by the choice of C). Therefore if p < Q, $(a) $ I$. This is true for each 
aEA. ?‘husBgn~(A)isenlptyifP<arandB,n9(A)=~(~). 
So, by Proposition 2.10, B, n e(X) is empty if p K ot. It follows from 
Corollary 2. I. 3 that B, (P Cp(X - A) is empty. In particular t 4 B,. There- 
fore ktx,+B, t)> a + 1, 
2.20. Notation. If ar is an ordin& then The ordered space of all ordinals 
strictly less than QC is also denoted by at. 
2.21. Proposition. Let cy be a limit ordinal. Let Y be a k-space with k-order 
cy. Let A be the set of isolate>3 points in the space Q! -t 1. Let f : A + Y be 
such that fQ.3) has k-order 0 in Y for each 6 in A. Then /z (((a + 1) * Y)$=&l. 
Proof. Pkw k (Y) = Q and k (a + 1) = L Therefore, k! (((cy + 1) * Y)+G Q +II 
by Proposition 2.1% To prove the reverse inequdity, our method isI simi- 
lar to that of Proposition 2.19. 
For each non-limit ordinal /3 < CII, there exists a subset B@) of Ya such 
that 
NowweputB=Z ’ PEA #(B(p)). If r is an ordinal < CY, we can deduce easily 
from Proposition 2.16 that & n @(a + 1) c r + I. This shows that 
@(a) $ BI for any t < cw. That isI, 
Therefore, k 
Thu_;k((X* Y)+w+l. 
2.22. Note. We always have 
IXIG I(%* Y)flG MI* IYI a 
Where d4 is non-empty, we also have 
IYIG 1(X* ‘Y)fl. 
xistence of k-spaces with a given k-order 
In this section, we prove a major part of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 3.1. For etch ordinal a, there exiHs a k-space Ka such that the 
following hold: 
(1) Ka is zero-dimensional and HuusiiorfJ: 
(2) k (K,) = a. 
(3) IKJ = Oar I if a is infinite. 
oaf. For each ordinal Q, we consider the topological property P(a) de- 
ed as follows: we say that a topological space X possesses P(a) if 
(a) X is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff k-space, 
(b) k(X) = a, 
(c) IXE = Id if a is infinite, 
(d) if 0 < ac is non-limit then X possesses a point of k-order /3. 
We shall presently show that each P(Q) is a non-trivial property, i.e., 
there exists at least one space possessing P(a). 
The space u + 1 of al! ordinals less than or equal to the first infinite 
ordinal, with order topology, is a countable compact Hausdorff zero- 
dimensional space and hence satisfies conditions (a) and (b) for QC = 1. 
JConditions (c) 2nd (d) are also trivially satisfied here. Thus it satisfies 
k>i 
e resort to transfini;‘ce induction on IY. Suppose we have proved for 
each ordinal /3 < cy that the perty P(o) is non-trivial, We shall show 
cu) is also non-trivi.al. divide the proof of this into three cases. 
se (i): Let tl! be a 1 y our induction hypothesis, Pip) 
rivi&! for each Le., for each 0 < QI, there exists a k- 
satisfying the four con ions got by re 
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Now we put Ka = Ii,,, Kp’ Then 
k-space, with 
is a zero-dimensional 
) = sup ( k(K&: p < CY} 
=sup(& pak}=ot, 
since 01 is a limit of inal. Also, since K, 3 ,*< for e-0 B ,,!!I p < Q, we have 
I=IBI foreachfi<a, 
So I K& I 2 I al. But on the other hand we have 
Thus lKa I = I al. Finally, if 13 4 cr is non-limit, then j3 < ~1 and we ‘can find 
an t such that p < r < CY. Now by induction ‘hypothesis there exists a 
point xB of k-order 0 in the space &* Now we have 
(by Proposition 2.16 (iv)). hus xB has k-order 0 in I&. Thus Kw satisfies 
P(a). 
Case (ii): Let 01 be a non-limit ordinal and let OL = @ + 1 where p is also 
non-limit. By our induction hypothesis, there exists a space K, satisfying 
P(p). Since 0 is non-limit and k (I$) = & wve get that there exists a pokt 
xp in KO at which the R-order is 6. (This also follows from p(p)). Now, 
consider the space (R, * Ks>f where f is the constant map with value xle 
(and domain the set of all finite srdinals). Denote it by I&. Now KQ is 
a k-space by Proposition 2.7, Hausdorff by 2.9, ;i~ero~~dirne;lsional by 2.10 
and k (K,) = p + 1 = cy by Proposition 2.19 (we note that the hypothe,ses 
of Proposition 2.19 are satisfied here), and IKJ < IKll l I$1 by Note 2.22. 
If Q is infinite, then so is /3 and so by induction hypofhesls, I.&j:= lflI\ = M. 
So I&&I G SJ) l Id = Id. But Ka c Ka and so 
Ia K/J = IpI= Id. 
TYJS lq&l= Id. 
Finally, let r be a non-limit ordinal less than ~1. Th.en ‘r is lesr; tharrl or 
al to 6, and by our induction hypothesis, there exists a point x’r in 
at which the k-order is r. Viewing; this xy as an element of K@,, 
k-order at this point is unaltered, by Proposition 2.1 ti (iv’j, Le., wle have 
AII these observations together show that the space Ka possesses the 
property P(a). 
&se (iii): Lastly, let 01[ =p + 1 where p is a limit ordinal, This is the 
case where we use the condition (d) genuinely. By the induction hype 
thesis, there exists a space Kp satisfying P@), Now let Ka = (@ + 1) * K& 
wheref is a map from the set Na of all isolated points of (pi- 1) into 
such that f(t) has k-order r in Kfl for each 1: in the domain of $ The 
existence of such a map is guaranteed by the last condition of p(/3). 
Now it follows from Propositions 2.‘;) 2.9 and 2.10 that .& is a zero- 
dimensional Hausdorff k-space. It follows from Note 2.22 th-& 
Ip+ II G 1&I G I@ + II l IK& But lK,l= IPI. Therefore I&I = IPI = irul. 
The hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 1 are satisfied here and so we have 
k (K,) = p + 1 =: QC. Finally, let us check the last condition of ;Yru). The 
fact that h (K,) = ~11 and cy is non-limit implies the existence of a point 
in IC* with k-order Q. Now if t: is a non-limit ordinal less than Q, then P 
is less than 6 and so there exists a point xr in K@ with k-order t. This 
XT when viewed as an element of Koa has the same k-order by Yroposi- 
tion 2.16 (iv). Thus Kcl satisfies P(ar). 
3.2. Remark. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we described a4constructionn 
of spaces Kol with k-order it. These spaces coincide with the spaces con- 
structed in [3], when Q[ is a countable ordinal. 
3.3. mark, Qnce we have proved the existence of k-spaces IQ with a 
given k-order QI, the following two types of questions are natural: 
(a) Can these K/s be chosen so as to satisfy some other nice proper- 
ties? 
(b, Do such &‘s necessarily satisfy some other nice properties? 
As & example, let us ask: 
Given an ordinal Al, does there exist a connected k-space with k-order 
G!? 
The answer is in the affirmative anfi e--e  -IL_ ,n=mples can easily be constructed 
from these K’ s and some well known connected spaces+ Roughly the 
a is that we connect each pair of points in A& by a c~mectec? compact 
usdorff space to get a bigger connected space Ma in which A& is a 
closed subspace and the remainin 
s another example, let us co 
of nets”. We 
Let X be a topological space and 4% be an ordin;& 
sequence of &pe Q in X is a net in X directed by the set Q. Tke spaceX 
is said to be a-scqttent’iab if any set which contains all limits of all se- 
quences of type (x in it is closed in .X. (When Q is a countable ordinal, 
then ar-sequential spaces are precisely the sequential spaces), 
Now the two natural questions iire: 
(a’) For each ordinal a, does there exist an cu-scqu.ential Hausdorff 
k-space with k-order a? 
(b’) Is a Hausdorff k-space of k-order Q necessarily rr-sequential? (Is 
. this result true for at least some ordinals?) 
TZ&Z Ja .F?1?4)W 4-n /a-t\ upts *vu& cw (0 1 is; in the affirmative, For the A&_‘s constructed jns 
the proof of the above theorem are a-sequential. (They are quotients of 
sums of spaces of the form p f 1 where p 6: cu.) (b’) has an affirmative 
answer for countable Hausdorff spaces and countable ordinals. But in 
general the answer is negative;. ,&3. 11 the next section, we come across some 
examples, for each ordiinal Q, of k-spaces with k=cbrder Q which are nof 
cw-sequential. We can also manufacture trivial examples by taking the 
sum of Kcr with a compact Hausdorff non-a-sequential space. Bust we 
shall give a non-trivial one in which there is a proper dense subset wh!c’l 
is closed under ar-sequential limits. 
3.5. Remark. It is worth noting th,at in the spaces constructed above the 
following holds: 
Ma is a subspace of M, if 0 < 6. 
3.6. Coroiiary. Let ttt be an infinite cardinal and c11’ b e an ardiatsl such 
Ial< rtt. Then there exists a Hausdwff k-space with curdintzkty trt and 
k-order (x. 
4. Extremdly disconnectced k-spaces with a given k-order 
In this section,, we supplement Theorem 3.1 y by constructti 
ordinal Q an extremally disconnected Hausdorff 
01. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
used in the next section to prove the non-existence 
ausdorf’f k-spaces, even in :ip we 
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3. . Let Xand Y be any two Himsdorff spaces and let P be any 
one of the fol/owing properties: 
(a) extremally disconnectedness; 
(I&) the property that every 
able; 
compact subset is either finite or uncount- 
(c) the property that every 
Stan t; 
convergent ordered net is eventually con- 
/d) the property that every countable subset has countable closure. 
Then if X and Y have PP so does .X * Y. 
roof: The proof is easy and hence omitted. 
42. Theorem. Let Q be any ordinal number. Then! there exists an ex- 
tremally disconnected T, k-space K, such th& k (K,) = Q. 
Proor”. For each ordiriai cy, let S(&) be the tqoiogical property defined 
as follows: 
A topologjlcal space X is said to possess the property S(a) if: 
(i) X is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff k-space; 
(E)h (X) = ac; 
(iii) X is extremally disconnected; 
(iv) for each non-limit ordinal fl< 111, there exists x in X such that 
~,(x9 = & 
To prove the thesrerr?; we shall prove the stronger assertion that each 
S(or) is a non-trivial topological property For this, we apply transfinite 
mduction on QI. 
First, we observe tha*t he above assertion is true for ar = I. For, con- 
sider the space PN, t&e Stone-tech compactification of a countably 
infinite discrete space. It is a compact Hausdorff extremally disconnected 
space. So, flN possesses ;:he property S(l). 
Suppose (as induction hypothesis) WC have proved for each p < ~1 that 
the property S(p) is none-trivial, Le., there exists a space X0 possessing 
S(p)* Then the proof of Ilon-triviality of S(a) is divided into three cases: 
Case (1); Let Q be a limit ordinal. By lthe induction hypothesis, for 
cache p C Q there exists L space Xp satisfying S(p). Let X& = ;)=a< cyX@. 
Then A:‘, is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff L-space such that 
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since c~! is a limit ordinal. Also, it is ohiouis that is ex tremally discon- 
nected. Finally if /3 < ey is a non-limit ordinal, then thefe exists an mlinal 
r u~ch that p < 1~ < Q. Now consider the space Xra Since Xr pomesses 
S(r), there exists a pgint x E X such that k x, (x) = 1:. l[t follows from 
Proposition 2.16(ii) that k, (x) = t. 
All the%e facts together p&ve that X possesses S’(a). 
Gzse (2). Let &II = /3 + 1 where p is a limit ordinal. By the induction 
hypothesis, there exists a space Xp satisfy:ing S(p). Let D, be a discrete 
space of cardinality I a I. Let PB, be 3s Stone-&kh compactification. 
Let 
where f: D, *+ Xp is defined as follows: 
Let IV& denote the set of aI1 non-limit ordinals less than Q. Since 
ID, I = I a i = i Ncy I there exists an one-to-one correspondence between 
the elements ofIV, and the elements of Da. Bf r is an eleme:t?lt of IV,, let 
the element of D, corresponding to it be denoted by a,. Now we definrz 
f arbitrarily, subject only to the condition that f(q) must: have k-order 
i in the space Xp’ Such a function f exists, since X, satisfies S(p! (iv). 
We claim that the space X possesses S(Q). First, Xol is a zt:rodil:nensional 
Hausdorff k-space, by Propositions 2.6, 2.8 and 2.9. 
Secondly, we want to calculate the k-order of X,. We ha!Te by Propo- 
sition 2.1’7 that 
Now we shall prove the reverse irieyulia= _i )---Mv by exhibiting, a set CC X, 
and a point x in Xa such that k&C, x) i a. 
First we describe the set C For eacmh non-limit. r < a, li:here xists a 
point xt (namely f (a,)) in Xp such that kxp(xr) = r . Sbc:e t is non4mk 
this implies the existence of a set B( r:) c A p such that k +$B( r), xr ) = 
r = k (xl j. Roughly, we let C to be the union of all these B( t)‘s. 
xP . preciseiy , we let 
where N,, is the set of all non-!imit ordinals ‘Pess than 
hoj~eomorphis (see 5 2.1) from X0 to its copy (;jP 
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the quotient map connecting the bristles of the: brush to the stem. Note 
that C is; a subset of X4. 
ext we sekc’: the point x suitably. Let us consider the space flDa for 
a moment. Fsr ~ch r G Na, ‘Mre l t 
F(r)= cl{a*: 1 G QCCW). 
ow the collectEon (F( :r ): t: E NLy } is a family of dosed subsets of @I, 
the finite tintersection property. Hence the compactness of @I, 
the existence of a point t E krEN F(r). Let x = b(t). Then x 
in X, will be the element ofOur choice. Q1 
&jm that if x is the pnint and C the set described above, then 
Now we have 
(by the clefiiition of C) 
f k ~cx,)q (B(r), Q(Q~)‘) 
(by Proposition 2.16 (iv>) 
= hxa(B(t), q) 
\t[by Proposition 2. II 6(i)) 
= t 
l(by the choice r:f B(rJ, This proves that $(a,) E C, if and only if q G 1: l 
Consequently, C n #(II,) = A(r). Now Ilet 
A’(~) == (#(a,): 5 + 11 < ?j) 
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.)) for each t in N@. y Propositiolr 
ies that x 6 C,. herefore k, (C, x) > 1c for each 
plies that k (C, x) 3 p. But k CC, x) is always non-limit, 
so (C x) > p + 1 = Q. This proves that 1~ i:.XJ = is”. 
Thirdly, from Lemma 4.1 and from the fact that @I, and X0 are ex- 
tremally disconnected, it follows that X* is also e emally disconnect& 
Finally, let us verify the last condition of S(a). have just now 
shown that there exists a set C and a point x isr X, such that 
k, (c, x) = a = k, (xl. 
Q 01 
Now let r < 01 be a non-limit ordinal. Then r’ < p. So, there exists a point 
x E X0 such that k +(x) = r, It fallows from Proposition 2. I& (ii) that 
k, @Czar (WI = 1~. 
AU these fact: together prove tihat X& possesSwes S(ar). 
Gzse (3). Let Q = p + 1 where p is also non-limit. By induction hypo- 
thesis, there exists a space Xa satisfying S(fl). Let 
where f is a constant function with value a point of k-order p in Xa, 
Then Xol is a zerodimensional Mausdorff k-space and k (XJ =: or by 
Proposition 2.19. Also, by Lemma 4.1, X& is extremally disconnected. 
Finally, let r < Al be any non-limit ordinai. Bi c < Q then there exists, 
by the induction hypothesis and by Proposition 2.16, a, point xr in X0 
such that h +(+) = r . We have by Proposition 2.16(i)I (iv) that 
h& (Hh,, (Xr ))) = r . 
When r = QI, the assertion folliows from the fact that h (XJ = cy and that 
a is a non-limit ordinal. 
NOW the principle of transfinite induction proves the existence, for 
each ordinal cy, of a space Xol satisfying S(ar). The theorem now follows 
immediately. 
4.3. &mark. We observe that for each ordinal c[y the space J& ( 
rem ~4.2) possesses some properties that are extremely opposite 
properties possessed by the space X (of The0re.m 3. I). 
a few examples, we mention the following: 
is cu-sequential - that is, the convergent ar-sequences 
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enough to specify the topology of X4’ But in KLy every convergent 
a-sequence is eventually constar% 
(2) lK0, is completely normal. IW no non-discrete open subspace of 
is completely normal. 
(3) In Xol, every countable set has countable closure. But in K, there 
are plenty of countable sets with !Jncountable &sure. 
(4) In XIy, every compact subspace is orderable, In kK&, no inf;i?ite 
compact subspace is orderable. 
(5) Xy is scattered. Ku - (isolated points of K,] is perfei:t. 
These can be proved with the help of Lemma 4.1 and the known 
properties of /3D. 
5. kon-existewx of test spaces 
In this shod section, we prove Theorem 1.3. First, we recall the defi- 
nition of test spaa%: 
5.1. Defhitim. Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then Y is called a 
k-subspace of X if there exists a subspace of X whose k-coreflection 
is homeomorphic to Y. 
5.12. Dcfini~ion. Let cy be an ordinal number. A Hausdorff k-space TQ is 
called an cGh test space in the class of Hausdorff k-spaces if the following 
holdls: 
A Hausdorff k-space X has k-order Z QL if and only if ?‘a is a k-subspace 
OfX 
5.3. L-et tx be any ordinal 2 1. Then there is no dh test space 
in thle class of Sz.udorff k-spaces. 
oof. Suppc”~? there exists an ath test spaclq say TQ. 
Cc;rse ( I ): Q! = 1. Since 1t3 + I has k-order 1 9 Tl must ‘5e a k-subspace of 
u + I. 
. This T, . 
Cme 262 1. Let space 
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5. Weakening the notion of a test space, one may ask: 
re spaces Tol (for at least one cw) such that if k 
Tar is 3 k-subspace of 
(2) Are there spa.: (for at least one cu) such that if k(X) 2 2 and 
if is 3 k-subspace of X, then k(X) > ac? 
th these are answered in the negative by the following two rropo- 
si tions. 
5.5. Proposition. Let ey und p uny two ordinal numbers >, 1. Thaq there 
exists u Hausdorff k-space X and u k-subspuce Y of X such thaf 
k(X)=aandk(Y)=& 
Proof. Let Y = Ka (of Theorem 3, I). Let X = /UC@ +Kol where /3J$ is the 
Stone-Tech compactification of KS and fl denotes the disjoint topological 
sum. Then it is easily checked that k (X) = (1. 
5.6. Proposition. Let Q be any ordinal. Let ,I!?~ ble a k-subspace of both I&, 
(of Theorem 3.1) and Xol (of Theorem 4.3). Then Sa is discrete. 
Proof. Let K be any compact subst of sOa. Then K is homeomorphic to 
a subspace of &. But in -#ac every compact &space is orderabl& There 
fore K is orderable. Kow K is homeomorphic to a subspace of & But 
in Xoy every convergent ordered net is eventually constant. Hence K is 
discrete and therefore finite. Thus in sor every compact subset is fiiite. 
This implies that S, i:s discrete, 
. 
Conclus?on 
The construction of the space (X * Y>r from the spaces Jr and Y is 
found to be of much use, not only in sc_lving the two prob’lems of the 
present paper, but also in several other places.([ 9 9 J, [ 151 etc.). 
We have deliberately omitted the proof of The 
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